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QUESTION 1

Victoria kept track of her weekly calorie intake, weight, and height. She summarized her results in the table shown here. 

Rafael is convinced that eating helps you grow taller and is puzzled by these results. Which of these statements could
you use to help him understand these results? 

1.

 Victoria measured her height with a bad ruler. 

2.

 Five weeks might be too short a time to see an increase in height 

3.

 Victoria ate the wrong foods to stimulate growth. 

4.

 The results show correlation and not causation. 

A. 1 and 3 

B. 2 and 4 

C. 1 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Ashley\\'s class is doing experiments with probability. They have a box with 3 green balls, 2 blue balls, and 5 red balls. 
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Ashley takes a ball from the box, places it on the table, then chooses another ball. 

What is the probability that one of the balls is red and the other blue? 

A. 0.222 

B. 012 

C. 0.7 

D. 0.1 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A student is writing an editorial for the school newspaper about volunteering in the community. Read the excerpt from a
draft of the editorial and complete the task that follows. 

The Value of Volunteering 

There are many positive aspects to volunteering. You gain valuable hands-on experience wherever you are working. If
you volunteer in a homework help program at the library, you learn how to teach others. Some students use
volunteering as a way to try out a career direction. A student who wants to be a children\\'s doctor can volunteer in the
children\\'s wing of a hospital. You can learn leadership skills as a volunteer. If you work in an afterschool program at
the local recreation center, you might find yourself leading a group of children in a game of basketball. 

Many teens simply do not have the time to fit another activity into a busy schedule that includes schoolwork, sports,
clubs, jobs, and a social life. Some students view their extracurricular activities as a way to accomplish the same goals
that volunteering does. You can gain leadership skills as the captain of the volleyball team or organizational skills by
working on the high school yearbook. 

But one thing you gain from volunteering that you cannot get from other activities is the sense that you are making a
difference in the world. This is an intangible benefit that is perhaps the most important aspect of volunteer work. One of
the main goals in educating our youth is to teach them to become productive members of society. As a way to reach
that goal, there is very little to compare with volunteering. 

Choose the transition sentence that would improve the links between the first and the second paragraph. 

A. The negative aspects of volunteering should not be overstated. 

B. Many teens need to be convinced that volunteering should be mandatory. 

C. However challenging volunteering may be, it will, in the end, provide many benefits. 

D. It is understandable why students feel they can not commit to volunteering in the community. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

FILL BLANK 
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A student is writing a report for history class about the importance of the Magna Carta. Read the draft of the report and
complete the task that follows. 

When we think of the most important government documents in history, we often think first of the U.S. Constitution or
the Declaration of Independence. While the importance of these documents can hardly be overestimated, it is all too
easy to forget that without the Magna Carta neither of them would have been possible. The Magna Carta was a
landmark government document that played a key role in the development of modern democracy. The effects of this
critical piece of legislation are still felt today, 

The roots of the Magna Carta were tied to the reign of King John, who took control of the English throne in 1199. Almost
from the moment he became king, John ruled forcefully over his people, imposing harsh laws and severely punishing
anyone who dared not to follow them. He was also focused on becoming even more powerful than he already was and
repeatedly declared war on France to widen his kingdom. In need of money to fund his wars, King John required his
nobles to pay large fees if they chose not to fight on his behalf. 

Eventually, King John\\'s constant abuses of power became too much for the nobles to bear. In 1213, they began a
rebellion against the king, and, by 1215, England was on the brink of civil war. Realizing he had no other choice, King
John met with his nobles on June 15, 1215, and agreed to sign a document that placed limitations on his power and
gave the nobles certain guaranteed rights. First called the Articles of the Barons, the document soon became known as
the Magna Carta. Though the Magna Carta did not end the conflict between King John and the nobles, it ultimately
remained in place after being revised several times. 

The rights guaranteed by the Magna Carta came in time to have a significant effect on England\\'s system of
government. Most importantly, it helped to establish a fair legal system that granted everyone the right to due process of
the law. It also led to the formation of a legislative body that became known as Parliament. Centuries after it was first
written, the Magna Carta\\'s influence was again felt when the United States of America was founded. The abuses of
power listed in the Declaration of Independence echo the claims made against King John by his nobles. When the
framers wrote the U.S. Constitution, they looked to the Magna Carta to outline the rights of citizens and design the new
country\\'s legal system. 

Write a conclusion that follows logically from the information in the essay. 

A. 

See explanation below. 

Correct Answer: A 

For example: 

Score 2 

A response: 

Provides an adequate conclusion that follows from and supports the preceding information in the body of writing as a
whole or provides a “so what” statement (or provides an answer as to why this information is important or what should 

happen) Does more than restate or summarize the points/reasons–not formulaic Provides adequate connections and/or
progression of ideas to contribute to coherence 

The Magna Carta has played a vital role through history in the founding of countries and the rights given to those
countries citizens. The Magna Carta was the first document to explain in writing the rights of citizens and what power
their ruler or rulers could have. The Magna Carta is the founding document that set in motion our rights as citizens of the
United States of America and helped create our freedoms and rights clearly written on the Declaration of Independence
and the Bill of Rights. 

Score 1 A response: Provides a limited conclusion that is partially related to the information in the body of writing as a
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whole 

Lists, restates, or summarizes the points/reasons–formulaic 

Provides an awkward or partial connection and/or limited progression of ideas The Magna Carta formed the U.S
Constitution and the Declaration of Independence. With laws from the Magna Carta like separation of powers is in our
government now with the checks and balances system. Also the Magna Carta had a law called trial by jury so that
everyone had a fair chance to defend themselves which is now in our Constitution. Plus the Magna Carta gave the
people the power which then led to Americans having a voice in government matters by voting. The Magna Carta is how
America became the land of the free. 

Score 0 A response: Provides no conclusion or a conclusion that is minimally related to the information in the body of
writing 

May restate random and/or incorrect details from the preceding information Provides no connections or progression of
ideas King John constant abuses of power became too much for the nobles to bear. King John met his nobles on June
15, 1215, and agreed to sign a document that placed limitations on his power and gave the nobles certain guaranteed
rights. 

 

QUESTION 5

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 
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